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There is a perception that there has been
a lot of merger and acquisition activity
recently in private banking, but this is not
necessarily backed up by the facts.
The number of transactions are not in
excess of normal levels, but people have
become more aware of the deals because
the names involved have been familiar –
the likes of Kleinwort Benson or ING for
example. These have largely been obligatory
disposals by the owners.
Because of regulatory restructuring decisions by their domestic governments, this is
almost without exception the case: the likes
of Kleinwort Benson, Dresdner, ING and
so-on. There are two primary factors which
are preventing private banks taking advantage of cheap prices.
•	Capital constraints: the majority of
institutions are in the same situation,
just about recovering from their own
financial crisis, or having just repaid
their government debts. They cannot be
seen going around buying other banks so
soon. Some banks are talking brazenly
about making acquisitions, but in reality they are not yet in a position to do
that because they are only just beginning
their recoveries themselves.
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